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By David M Humphrey Sr

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 186 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.8in. x 0.2in.Confessions of a Guardian Angel is a
compilation of thrilling short stories from author David M. Humphrey Sr. All the stories revolve
around the very real theme of Spiritual Warfare. The story titles are: Confessions of a Guardian Angel
- An Angel of God comes to the rescue of a besieged young man under Demonic Attack, but in the
midst thereof has a confession that he feels compelled to make to the young soul he guards Keys A
curious young Reporter conducts an interview unlike any hes ever had before, with the most Evil
Entity known to man. And the interview could very well be, his last Cain Remember Cain of the
Bible, who killed his brother Abel And for that he was cursed. Ever wonder what that curse was
exactly Because the Bible doesnt say. Suppose that curse was that Cain would live for eternity,
forever haunted by the memory of what he did, and permanently scarred with the knowledge that it
was he that had opened the door to violence and murder in the Earth. . . Hooves...
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Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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